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Audio Systems Designer working with design teams to create audio system layouts in 
stadiums and arenas.  Enhanced the modeling and analysis methods to seamlessly 
provide audio system proposals and pricing documents to the client.

Working internationally in a Grand Prix National d’Architecture awarded office I was 
involved in every aspect of design, competition development and construction.  I developed 
knowledge of the design and architecture profession procedures in Europe.

Project Designer involved in the Minor League Facility Review team. Team member in the 
research and development of the 21st Century Schools Projects.
Major Clients include:
 - Minor League Baseball
 - University of Kansas
 - Lawrence Public Schools USD 497

Project Architect involved in a multitude of project types and sizes.  Experience in the 
Collegiate market, the NFL market and the Live Performance market.  Direct involvement 
with consultants and clients around the United States.
Major Clients include:
 - Jacksonville Jaguars
 - Kansas City Chiefs
 - Chicago Bears
 - Baltimore Ravens
 - University of Colorado
 - University of Texas San Antonio
 - Collier County

I am a Licensed Architect with 13 years of experience working for small and large architecture firms both nationally and 
internationally.  I am an experienced, confident project architect that has developed successful working relationships with 
many consultants and clients across a variety of project types. I have been trusted within my project teams to develop and 
execute projects as a sole project architect, as well as a part of a larger internal team.  I have a unique skill set that includes 
a wide variety of CAD and computer programs as well as an understanding of project management requirements to aid 
in producing successful projects. 

ABOUT

PGAV ARCHITECTS
Project Architect
Sept 2020 - Present

Project Architect involved in Educational Facilities, Science and Research Facilities, Civic 
and Cultural Facilities.
Major Clients Include:
 - Oklahoma State University
 - Kansas State University
 - Johnson County Community College
 - MidAmerica Nazarene University
 - City of Topeka
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 I have had the pleasure of working and knowing Andrew Krivanek for quite a few years now. Andrew has been an 
amazing talent, that not only can quickly come up with design solutions, but then can coordinate and then follow through 
in construction documents. If I had one person to take with me on starting my own firm, Andrew, hands down would be 
that person. Andrew is a person of high Character, Honesty and Integrity. Andrew quickly would have the clients trust 
and always understood what needed to be done, form Client and Architects best interest. Andrew is well rounded in the 
profession from Concept, Design and Production. Andrew is highly organized and disciplined and can respond faster 
than anyone I’ve worked with in my 27 years of Architecture.   
 Please do not hesitate to call me on any further information I can give you about Andrew.

Ben Stindt, AIA, LEED AP / Principal
Populous 
ben.stindt@populous.com

 It is with great pleasure that I strongly recommend Andrew Krivanek for your architectural position. 
I am Randall Braun, Senior Project Manager and Principal at Walter P Moore. I have over 23 years’ experience at Walter 
P Moore working as a structural engineer and managing many large and challenging sports and venue projects. During 
my tenure I have had the pleasure of working for and with many architectural firms and young architects. Without a doubt 
Andrew is right at the top of my list of favorite architects to solve difficult problems and meet deadlines. 
 In the past 5 years I managed the structural engineering portion of several projects to which Andrew was 
assigned as lead coordinator of the architectural team. In each case I found Andrew’s collaborative approach to problem 
solving extremely helpful in allowing our team to meet deadlines with minimal re-work. In particular I appreciated that 
Andrew often presented potential solutions to coordination issues and would listen and incorporate recommendations 
from subconsultants. All of this was done in a highly digital environment and often under tight budget and schedule 
circumstances. 
 My first significant experience with Andrew was during the design and construction of a new amphitheater and 
practice facility for the Jacksonville Jaguars. Due to the extremely tight design and construction schedule the entire 
structural design package was required to be delivered far ahead of the architectural package. Many young architects 
in this situation do not understand that an early structural package also relies on early coordination and smart decision-
making by the architectural team. However Andrew recognized this situation immediately and focused his effort entirely 
around making sure our package was a success which often required long-hours and mastery of the digital work-flow 
around BIM. Without this type of can-do attitude there is no way the deadline would have been met. 
 In subsequent projects at Arrowhead Stadium,  Andrew has consistently proven to be extremely productive and 
results-oriented. When I see that Andrew has been assigned to one of my projects I know immediately it will go well. This 
level of reliability is extremely valuable in my profession and often rare. It is safe to say that if I was to start my own AE 
practice someday Andrew is exactly the kind of candidate upon which I would build. 
 If you would like to hear more of my experiences with Andrew please do not hesitate to contact me. If you decide 
to bring Andrew into your firm you will understand very quickly that you made the right decision. 

Randall Braun, P.E. / Principal 
Walter P Moore 
rbraun@walterpmoore.com

 I am pleased to provide this letter recommending Andrew Krivanek be given significant consideration for a 
position with your company/firm. 
 Andrew is the total package and is uniquely skilled to efficiently transition between concept design phases 
and production efforts. He is a complete architect, and able to function very highly in every facet of this profession. His 
contributions to any project are consistently elevated and meaningful - whether with design ideas, or knowledge of 
documentation and details, or for the rigors and demands of project construction activity. Andrew is incredibly reliable 
and is an asset to any project he touches. 
 Andrew is extremely well liked and respected by all of his co-workers. He has the ability to work well 
independently but is also team oriented and works collaboratively with ease. Andrew is loyal to every team member and 
strives to produce and create the best work for any project, it’s respective client, and as a result - his employer. 
Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions or for any further information I can provide about Andrew. 
 
Michael John Ray, AIA + NCARB |Senior Architect
Jacobs 
michael.ray@jacobs.com 


